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Abstract— Taxi sharing system receives passenger’s real time
request sent from smartphones and schedules proper taxis to
pick up by taxi sharing with respect to passenger capacity, time
and monetary constraints. The monetary constraint provides
benefit for both passenger and taxi drivers: passenger will not
pay more compared with no ridesharing and drivers get more
profit compared with no ridesharing. While this system is of
significant social and environmental benefits e.g., reducing
traffic, saving fuel consumption and satisfying people’s commute,
real time taxi pooling is not well studied yet. To this end, we
improved the taxi pooling system by using mobile-cloud
architecture. Taxi drivers and taxi riders use the taxi pooling
service by smartphones. Initially, cloud gets passenger’s ride
request and finds appropriate taxi for the customer by using taxi
searching algorithm supported by spatio-temporal index. A
scheduling process is then performed in the cloud to select a taxi
that satisfies the request with minimum increase in travel
distance. When the ratio of the number of ride requests to the
number of taxis is 6, our proposed system serves three times as
many taxi riders as that when no ridesharing is performed while
saving 11 percent in total travel distance and 7 percent taxi fare
per rider.
Keywords—Taxi sharing, Spatial database and Intelligent
transportation system

I. INTRODUCTION
Taxi is an important transportation mode between public
and private transportations, delivering millions of passengers
to different locations in urban areas. However, taxi demands
are usually much higher than the number of taxis in peak
hours of major cities, resulting in that many people spend a
long time on roadsides before getting a taxi. Increasing the
number of taxis seems an obvious solution. But it brings some
negative effects, e.g., causing additional traffic on the road
surface and more energy consumption, and decreasing taxi

driver’s income (considering that demands of taxis would be
lower than number of taxis during off-peak hours).
In our country, air pollution is the major problem. In Delhi,
air pollution is measured by 600 µg/m³. But average air
content should be 60(µg/m³) only. To solve this issue, Delhi
government announced new Odd Even Vehicle Rule. This
rule would define which car you can drive on a
particular date. On even dates, only cars with license
plates ending with an even number will be allowed on
city roads, and vice versa. Our project will reduce the air
pollution because of sharing taxi among people [1].
The fuel energy consumption in India is the fourth biggest
after China, USA and Russia. India imports nearly 75% of its
4.3 million barrels per day crude oil needs. The net import of
crude oil & petroleum products is 146.70 million tons worth of
Rs.5611.40 billion. It cause more expenditure to the country
[2]. This system will reduce the fuel consumption of the
commercial taxis with the rate of minimum 10%. According to
Transportation Ministry, 17 lakhs Commercial Taxis are
newly registered with in a year.
India is the most traffic congestion country in the world
because of population of our country. Traffic is the big
problem of the country. In cities, 10kmph is the average
travelling speed of vehicles. It causes fuel wastage. The study
covered 17 major routes and found that national average of
fuel mileage is only 3.96 km per litre. While it's maximum on
Chennai-Kolkata corridor, it's the least at 3.44 km on the
Delhi-Nagpur stretch. The country loses Rs 60,000 crore a
year due to congestion (including fuel wastage), slow speed of
freight vehicles and waiting time at toll plazas and checking
points, a study on operational efficiencies of freight
transportation by roads has claimed [3].
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This project benefits of reducing traffic,
fuel consumption and air pollution in cities significantly.
Moreover it increases the taxi usage to ground level people
because of economic benefits.
II.

THE REAL-TIME TAXI-SHARING PROBLEM

The real-time taxi-sharing problem consists of a data
model, constraints, and an objective function. We describe
each part separately below before giving the formal definition
of the problem.
A. Ride Request:
A ride request R is associated with a timestamp R.t
indicating when R was submitted, a origin point R.o, a
destination point R.d, a time window R.pw defining the time
interval when the rider wants to be picked up at the origin
point, and a time window R.dw defining the time interval
when the rider wants to be dropped off at the destination point.
The early and late bounds of the pickup window are denoted
by R.pw.e and R.pw.l respectively. Likewise, R.dw.e and R.
dw.l stand for that of the delivery window. In practice, a rider
only needs to explicitly indicate R.d and R.dw.l, as most
information of a ride request can be automatically obtained
from a rider’s mobile phone, e.g., R.o and R.t. In addition, we
can assume that both R.pw.e and R.dw.e equals to R.t, and
R.pw.l can be easily obtained by adding a fixed value, e.g., 5
minutes, to R.pw.e.
B. Taxi Status
A taxi status V represents an instantaneous state of a
taxi and is characterized by the following fields.
• V.ID. The unique identifier of the taxi.
• V.t. The time stamp associated with the status.
• V.l. The geographical location of the taxi at V.t.
• V.s. The current schedule of V, which is a temporally
ordered sequence of origin and destination points of n
ride requests R1, R2; . . .Rn such that for every ride
request Ri, i =1, . . . ;n, either 1) Ri.o precedes Ri.d in
the sequence (referred to as the precedence rule
thereafter), or 2) only Ri.d exists in the sequence.
• V.r. The current projected route of V, which is a
sequence of road network nodes calculated based on
V.s.
III.

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Since multiple taxi status may satisfy a ride request, an
objective function is usually applied to find the optimal taxi. A
variety of objective functions have been used in the existing
literature, where a weighted cost function combining multiple
factors such as travel distance increment, travel time
increment and passenger waiting time, is the most common

[4], [5], [6]. In this study, given a ride request, we aim to find
the taxi status which satisfies the ride request with minimum
increase in travel distance, formally defined as follows:
given a fixed number of taxis traveling on a road network and
a sequence of ride requests in ascending order of their
submitted time, we aim to serve each ride request R in the
stream by dispatching the taxi V which satisfies R with
minimum increase in V ‘s scheduled travel distance on the
road network.
This is obviously a greedy strategy and it does not
guarantee that the total travel distance of all taxis for all ride
requests is minimized. However, we still opt for this definition
due to two major reasons. First, the real-time taxi-sharing
problem inherently resembles a greedy problem. In practice,
taxi riders usually expect that their requests can be served
shortly after the submission. Given the rigid real-time context,
the taxi-sharing system only has information of currently
available ride requests and thus can hardly make optimized
schedules based on a global scope, i.e., over a long time span.
Second, the problem of minimizing the total travel distance of
all taxis for the complete ride request stream is NP-complete.
IV.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of our system is presented in Fig. 1. The
cloud consists of multiple servers for different purposes and a
monitor for administers to oversee the running of the system. Taxi
drivers and riders use the same smart phone App to interact with
the system, but are provided with different user interfaces by
choosing different roles.

As shown by the red broken arrow (a), a taxi automatically
reports its location to the cloud via the mobile App when (i)
the taxi establishes the connection with the system, or (ii) a
rider gets on and off a taxi, or (iii) at a frequency (e.g., every
20 seconds) while a taxi is connected to the system. We
partition a city into disjoint cells and maintain a dynamic
spatio-temporal index between taxis and cells in the indexing
server, depicted as the broken arrow (b).
Denoted by the solid blue arrow 1, a rider submits a new
ride request R to the Communication Server. The
corresponding interface on a rider’s smart phone where the
blue pin stands for the current location of the rider. All
incoming ride requests of the system are streamed into a queue
and then processed according to the first-come-first-serve
principle. For each ride request R, the communication server
sends it to the Indexing Server to search for candidate taxis SV
that are likely to satisfy R, depicted as the blue arrow 2 . Using
the maintained spatio-temporal index, the indexing server
returns SV to the communication server, denoted by the blue
arrow 3.
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tcur + ti <= R.pw.l

(1)

To quickly find all grid cells that hold Eq. (1), the singleside searching algorithm simply tests all grid cells in the order
preserved list g7.ltc and finds the first grid cell gf which fails to
hold Eq. (1). Then all taxis in grid cells before gf in list g7.ltc
are selected as candidate taxis.
In Fig.2, grid cell g3, g5 and g9 are selected by the
searching algorithm. Then for each selected grid cell gs, the
algorithm selects taxis (in gs.lv) whose ta is no later than R.wp.l.
ts7.

Fig.1. The architecture of the real-time taxi-sharing system.
Represented by the blue arrow 4, the communication
server sends ride request R and the received candidate taxi set
SV to the Scheduling Server Cluster. The scheduling cluster
checks whether each taxi in SV can satisfy R in parallel and
returns the qualified taxi V that results in minimum increase in
travel distance and a detailed schedule, shown as arrow 5.
Note that in our current implementation, a single
machine instead of a cluster is used to implement the indexing
server and the scheduling servers. The single-machine
implementation is able to answer a query in a few
milliseconds, i.e., millions of queries per hour. But we believe
in that the cluster- based implementation can provide a more
robust service. For example, it prevents system crash in case
of unexpected power failure of a single machine.
V.

TAXI SEARCHING

A. Single-Side Taxi Searching
Now we are ready to describe our first taxi searching
algorithm. For the sake of the clarity of description, please
consider the example shown in Fig.2. Suppose there is a
request R and the current time is tcur.g7 is the grid cell in which
R:o is located. g7‘s temporally-ordered grid cell list g7.ltg. g7 is
the first grid cell selected by the algorithm. Any other arbitrary
grid cell gi is selected by the searching algorithm if and only if
Eq. (1) holds, where ti7 represents the travel time from grid
cell gi to grid cell g7. Eq. (1) indicates that any taxi currently
within grid cell gi can enter g7 before the late bound of the
pickup window using the travel time between the two grid
cells (if we assume that each grid cell collapses to its anchor
node)[7][8][9]

Fig. 2. Overview of the dual-side taxi searching algorithm.
B. Dual-Side Taxi Searching:
The dual-side searching is a bi-directional searching
process which selects grid cells and taxis from the origin side
and the destination side of a query simultaneously.
To dive into the details of the algorithm, consider the ride
request illustrated in Fig. 2 where g7 and g2 are the grid cells
in which R.o and R.d are located respectively. Squares filled
with stripes stand for all possible cells searched by the
algorithm at R.o side. These cells are determined by scanning
g7.ltc, the temporally-order grid cell list of g7. That is, each
grid cell in g7.lt c which holds Eq. (2) is a candidate cell to be
searched at the origin side. Eq. (2) indicates that any taxi
currently within grid cell gi can enter g7 before the late bound
of the pickup window using the latest travel time between the
two grid cells. The red number in each such grid cell indicates
its relative position in g7.lsc , the spatially ordered grid list of
g7
tcur + ti <= R.pw.l

(2)

Squares filled with dots indicate the candidate grid cells to
be accessed by the searching algorithm at R.d side. Likewise,
each such grid cell gj is found by scanning g2.ltc to select all
grid cells which holds Eq. (3), which indicates that any taxi
currently in gj can enter the g2 before the late bound of the
delivery window (assuming that each grid cell collapses to its
anchor node). In this example, g6 is the only satisfying grid
cell as shown by Fig. 2
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tcur + tj <= R.pw.l

(3)

C. Taxi Scheduling
Given the set of taxi statuses SV retrieved for a ride request
R by the taxi searching algorithm, the purpose of the taxi
scheduling process is to find the taxi status in SV which
satisfies R with minimum travel distance increase.

Algorithm: Compute schedule and route after an insertion
1.

Input: Ride request R, taxi status V, insertion position
i for R.o, insertion position j for R.d, current time
T_cur

2.

Output: Return new_schedule
succeeds; otherwise return False.

if

the

insertion

3.

If T_cur+(V.l→R.o)>R.pw.l then

4.

return False

5.

If the time delay incurred by the insertion of Q.o
causes the slack time of any point after position i in
schedule s smaller than 0 then

6.

return False

7.

new_schedule←insert R.o into V.s at position i

8.

tj← the scheduled arrival time of the jth point of V.s

9.

If tj+(lj →R.d)>R.dw.l then

10. return False
11. If the time delay incurred by the insertion of R.d
causes the slack of any point after position j in
new_schedule s smaller than 0 then
12. return False
13. new_schedule ← insert R.d into new_schedule at
position j
14. return new_schedule

VI.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to validate our proposed system under practical
settings of real taxi dispatching service. We made
experimental of collecting taxi service booking history during
a period of 31 days spanning from December 1 to December
31 in the year of 2015. We processed that data under our
proposed system. The experimental results demonstrated the
effectiveness and efficiency of our system in serving real-time
ride requests. Firstly, our system can enhance the delivery
capability of taxis in a city so as to satisfy the commute of ore
people. Secondly, the system saves the total travel distance of
taxis when delivering passengers. Using the proposed monetary
constraints, the system guarantees that any rider that participates
in taxi-sharing saves 8% fare on average. And this system saves
11% of total distance travel of taxis on average.

Fig. 3 Performance in effective measurements of system
VIII. CONCLUSION

This proposed system is developed a mobile cloud based
real time taxi ride sharing system. It is very necessary to our
country because of huge population. It will reduce the traffic
on road, reduce the air pollution and fuel consumption because
of taxi sharing system. If this system reduces very less
percentage of these will be a considerable amount of effect to
our country. We use fuel of 4.3 billion barrels per day [2]. If
this system save 1% means, even this 1% will be huge amount
of savings. This system benefits in both economically and
socially.
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RELATED WORKS

Though real-time taxi-sharing has been studied in several
previous works [4], [10], [11], [12], [13], our work
demonstrates some major advantages. First, our problem
definition is more realistic by considering three different types
of constraints. Some existing works did not consider time
window constraint and none of these previous works explicitly
modelled monetary constraint.
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